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Low-temperature conduction in germanium with disorder 
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Abstract. Investigalhs were carried out on low-femperaw conductivity in the defect band of 
germanium formed due to the presence of large concenkations of exfended defects introduced 
during high-temperature plastic deformation or irradiation with large imgnted fluxes of high- 
energy neutmns and pmtons. It has been demonshared iim at relatively low concentrations 
of dislocations and low t e m p ”  the electrical conductivity in the defect band DECW by 
hopping. At higher concentrations of dislocations the metalinsolator transition (m) tsLes place 
in Ihe system of dislogtions, the conductivity  ma^ the m showing a power-law v;uiatioh 
o(T) * T”, with x =S 1 in the range 30 to 3 x 1W2 K It has also been shown that the 
dislocation conductivity has a quasi-two-dimensional charscter. The dynamics of the Coulomb 
gap variations was Studied near the m in Ge with a high concenh’aIion of radiation defects. 
The experimental data presenled show that Ge with a high concentration of dislocations can be 
used for simulating Some physical phenomena in amorphous and viaous semiconductors. 

1. Introduction 

A large number of original works and reviews have been published that deal with dislocations 
and radiation defects and their influence on electrophysical properties of semiconductors. 
However, these are. mostly concemed with the influence on the band motion of charge 
carriers of low densities of defects at temperatures where the charge msport  is due to 
free carriers, i.e. in conditions when localization of the carriers does not occur and an 
aperiodic potential due to dislocations affects only an insignificant part of the carrier path. 
In a few works [1,2] the influence of irradiation with rather low fluxes of fast neutrons on 
low-temperature conduction in doped rt-type germanium was studied and conduction due to 
dislocations in plastically deformed germanium at low temperahues observed [3]. However, 
detailed experimental studies of carrier transport via localized states in semiconductors with 
high density of dislocations or radiation defects have not yet been undertaken. Besides, 
the random character of the distribution of the electric field acting on the charge carriers 
in the widely applied amorphous, liquid and vitreous semiconductors makes difficult the 
mathematical description of such systems and understanding the nature of the phenomena 
observed. 

In modelling these disordered systems, investigations of more simple systems behaving 
in a similar way, for example, crystalline semiconductors with a large density of dangling 
bonds, could have been of use. Dangling bonds can be produced in a crystal by introducing 
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in it dislocations or radiation defects. In the present paper we report results of experimental 
investigations of galvanomagnetic phenomena at low temperature in highly plastically 
deformed single-crystalline germanium and silicon and polycrystalline germanium as well 
as in germanium irradiated with large fluxes of fast reactor neutrons and protons of energy 
E = 1 GeV. Ge and Si are considered as crystals with a disorder controlled in a wide range 
by plastic deformation, irradiation with high-energy radiation, annealing and initial doping. 

2. Low-temperature electrical conductivity of plastically deformed germanium 

Studies of carrier transport in the DC regime at liquid-helium temperatures in plastically 
deformed germanium (m) for dopant concentrations N < lOI4 is possible only at 
high densities of dislocations, sufficient for the formation of a defect band (in analogy with an 
impurity-doped material). As a means of producing considerable structural disorder and of 
introducing dislocations in germanium, plastic deformation caused by uniaxial compression 
along the [l  1 I ]  axis at temperatures 800-820”C was used [41. The choice of such a high 
temperature is explained by the necessity of obtaining high deformations (high density of 
dislocations and other extended defects); besides, at high temperatures, point defects are 
annealed and the system of dislocations formed possesses long-term stability. The technique 
of sample preparation is described elsewhere [5,6]. Figure 1 shows the dependence of the 
free hole concentration p = l/eRH (e being the electron charge and RH the Hall constant) 
at 300 and 77 K on plastic deformation D for lowdoped n-Ge with N = 3 x IOi3 It 
is seem that the hole concentration rises with increasing deformation, indicating an increase 
in the number of dislocations introduced. For germanium the maximum value of D that 
could be achieved using the technique described above was 50% (for silicon 70%). At 
higher deformations Ge samples were destroyed. Dislocation pattems produced at such high 
D values are very difiicult to interprer 

We are not interested in its details but rather in disordered systems in general, in which an 
aperiodic potential of varying magnitude due to extended defects affects canier transport at 
low temperatures. As seen from figure 1, the hole concentration at T = 300 K and D > 20% 
exceeds IO” ~ m - ~ ,  a level at which impurity hopping conduction sets in in impurity-doped 
p-Ge [7]. However, while dopants are distributed nearly uniformly throughout the bulk 
of a semiconductor, dislocations in m occupy but a small fraction of the total volume. 
Therefore, at rather low average carrier concentration their local density in pffi can be 
higher. A tendency to saturation apparent in figure 1 warrants a suggestion that heavily 
doped n-Ge with an impurity concentration of about loL7 cm-3 cannot be converted to 
p-type throughout its volume, though local conversion can take place. We shall see below 
that this is indeed so. Captured electrons do not satisfy all dangling bonds on dislocations 
because of Coulomb repulsion by captured electrons, so the existence of unfilled positions 
at dislocations can be compared to the introduction of a compensating impurity into a doped 
semiconductor. 

Simultaneously, because of anisotropic distribution of dislocations in the Ge crystal, 
free carriers possess a corresponding anisotropy of the Hall mobility. Figure 2 shows the 
variation of the Hall mobility p = R”/p at 77 K for samples with long axes both along 
the uniaxial stress direction, i.e. along [ 1 1 11 (denoted 11 in the figure), and perpendicular to 
the stress direction (denoted I). The presence of dislocations causes additional scattering 
and, evidently, lowers the mobility in all crystallographic directions, while the anisotropy is 
due to the non-uniform distribution of dislocations in PDG. Figure. 3 shows the temperature 
dependences of the resistivity and RH for samples (I) with 20 and 30% deformations. It 
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is seen that at essentially the same temperature TO there is observed a maximum on the 
lg[R~(l/T)] curve and an inflection on the Igb(l/T)] curve. An analogous form has a 
low-tempture electrical conductivity due to impurities at concentrations corresponding to 
hopping conduction in the impurity band [7,8]. On lowering the temperature the carriers are 
'frozen out' of the conduction band (an n-type semiconductor is assumed). A corresponding 
exponential rise of the Hall coefficient RH is observed. 

Figure 1. Dependences of the hole concentration on 
plastic deformation value at T = 3W K (1) and 77 K 
(2). 

Figure 2. Dependences of the mobility at 77 K on 
plastic deformation value in directions parallel (11) and 
perpendicular (I) to the deformation axis. 

It is seen in figure 3 that, for T t To, p(T)  curves have an exponential character 
with activation energies E ,  equal to 70 and 40 meV for samples with D = 20 and 30%. 
respectively. Note that with increasing dislocation density (at higher deformations) El 
decreases, also in analogy with impuritydoped semiconductors. As with the conductivity 
of impurity-doped germanium, it may be supposed that in the range T z TO conduction 
is due to free holes thermally ejected from the levels produced by dislocations into the 
valence band, whereas at T -= TO conduction via dislocations dominates because other 
sources of charge carriers in Ge with N = 3 x IOl3 are absent. Shown in figure 4 
on a log-log scale are plots of p(T)  for samples of both types. Strong anisotropy of the 
conductivity is apparent. Even for a sample with D = 43% for which the anisotropy 
is minimal the conductivity ratio in both directions at 4.2 K reaches % 104. An effect 
of this magnitude was observed earlier at T = 300 K in plastically deformed ZnS [9] 
and explained by a 'onedimensional' character of the dislocation band. In our case the 
anisotropy arises from different temperature dependences of the conductivity via dislocations 
in different crystallographic directions: the electrical conductivity of PDO in the ( I  1 1) plane 
is considerably higher than along the [I 1 11 axis. 

The difference is so great that the conductivity can be considered as a quasi-U, one 
and the material as being 'layered' with respect to its electrical properties as a result of 
plastic deformation. The formation of 'conducting' layers in the (1 1 1) planes is, possibly, 
due to the fact that in diamond-like semiconductors plastic shear under stress occurs just in 
the (1 1 1) planes, which thus contain the largest density of structural defects (dislocations) 
acting as localization centres in PDO. As the value of deformation (disorder) increases, so 
does the 'interaction' between the high-conductivity layers and the anisotropy becomes less. 
At high temperatures (T > 100 K) where the band conduction dominates, the anisotropy 
disappears. Conductivity curves for samples with D = 14, 20 and 23% if plotted on a 
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Figure 3. Temperanue dependences of Ute resistivity and Hall constant fa samples wilh D = U) 
and 30%. 

log-log scale have the appearance of exponential dependences ('concave') and CM be fitted 
with an expression U = uoexp[-(To/T)Y], where uo and TO are constants and y = 0.7- 
0.8 (determined by differentiating the curves), while in samples with D of 30 and 43% at 
liquid-helium temperatures a power-law dependence is observed, U - Tr, where n = 1.0 
or 0.5 for samples with D = 30 and 43% respectively. Figure 5 shows the dependence of 
p on D at a fixed temperature (20 K). It is seen that U = p-' rises exponentially in a D 
range from I5 to 30% and then much more slowly. 

A consideration of the behaviour of pDG with D 2 30% will be given below. The 
data relating to PDG with D c 30% may be summed up as follows: (i) the resistivity 
depends on a deformation value (dislocation density) exponentially; (ii) the temperature 
dependences of the Hall constant RH( I/T) and p (  1/T) feature a maximum and an inflection, 
respectively, at about the same temperature; (iii) in the low-temperature range the Hall 
voltage is unmeasurable; (iv) the temperature dependence of the conductivity is of the 
activation type; and (v) current-voltage characteristics contain superlinear portions [SI. 
Thus, it may be concluded that the low-temperature conductivity of lightly doped PDG at 
relatively 'weak' deformations (14% Q D c 30% for the technique of sample preparation 
employed) is of the hopping type with variable activation energy and occurs by hops of 
localized carriers between dislocations. 
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0 

P i p r e  4. T e m p e ”  dependences of me reshtivity along the deformation axis (broken curyes) 
and in a direction perpendicular U, the deformation axis (full curves). Figures by Ihe curyes 
give deformation values. 

3. Interaction between impurities and dislocations in doped germanium 

In this section the properties of PDG containing shallow impurities (Sb, Ga) are considered. 
The impurity concentration in the starting germanium was chosen such that at liquid-helium 
temperatures conduction occurred in the impurity band l k o  versions are considered: 

(i) Conduction in the starting material is by hopping in the ‘E3 region’; this version 
corresponds to a concentration of antimony in germanium of N = 2.5 x 10l6 CII -~ .  

(ii) Conduction in the starting material is metallic, i.e. the dopant concentration exceeds 
the critical one n, for the metal-insulator transition (m); the starting impurity concentration 
in Ge in this case is N = 4.9 x IOl7 

3.1. Version (ij 

Figure 6 shows the variation of the free-carrier concentration and Hall mobility @ in the 
samples at T = 300 and 77 K with deformation D. As D is increased, n and @ are 
Seen to decrease and ultimately a conversion to p-type takes place. These results agree 
with the assumption that dislocations in n-Ge behave generally as acceptors and cause 
compensation and additional scattering [ 101. Elgure 7 gives the variation of the conductivity 
with temperature for a number of samples with different values of deformation. Curve 0 
is measured on a reference sample subjected to the same thermal treatment but free of 
deformations. In the low-temperature range this sample exhibits hopping conduction (HC) 
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involving antimony atoms with a constant activation energy E3: p(T)  = hexp(E,/kT). 
The parameter @ is determined by an overlap integral [Ill and varies exponentially with 
mean distance R between impurity atoms ( R  - N-'I3). E3 is the energy from the Fermi 
level to the maximum in the density of states and is a meaure of the impurity bandwidth. It 
follows from figure 7 that until the conversion point is reached the hopping conductivity falls 
with rising D, while both p3 and E3 increase. This is contmy to the familiar mechanism 
of compensation on account of acceptor levels produced by plastic deformation. 

10' . 

IO' . 

10. . 

IO' - 

10 . 

D. % 
10 

10 M 30 IO 10 20 30 40 

Figure 5. Dependence of the resistivity on plastic 
deformation al T = 20 K. 

Figure 6. Dependences of the concentation n and 
mobility fl of charge cwim on deformation value in 
nOe. 

Indeed, with increasing degree of compensation K the hopping conductivity initially 
increases due to falling E ,  and increasing number of positions available for carrim jumps, 
reaches a maximum at K = 0.5 and only then begins to drop, whereas experiments show 
that in germanium with deformations 5 and 15% for which Hall data give K c 0.5 the 
hopping conduction is noticeably reduced. An increase in E3 can be evidence of impurity 
band broadening because of non-uniform lattice deformation caused by a large number 
of introduced dislocations. The main factor, however, is an increase in m indicated by 
the intersection on the ordinate axis. This quantity depends on the parameter R/u, where 
U is the Bohr radius of an electron localized on the donor. The increasing p3 and the 
observed anisotropy of the hopping conduction for D values of 15 and 23% can possibly be 
explained by the presence in PDG of a residual strain. It is known [I21 that for maximally 
effective uniaxial elastic deformation along the [l 1 I ]  axis the wavefunction of a donor in 
n G e  becomes highly anisotropic and overlapping of the wavefunctions in the case when 
the impurity is antimony becomes less. However, as shown in [12], even in the case of 
'extreme' elastic deformations along the [l I 11 direction the m value in n-Ge with the same 
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l / T . K "  

Figure 7. Temperamre dependences of Ihe resistivity for n-Oe with an initial concentration 
N(Sb) = 2.5 x IOL6 cm-). Figurer by Ihe curves give deformation values: primed figures relate 
to parallel (ill [ I  I I]) and unprimed to perpendicular (i I [ I  I I]) configurations: the current 
flow is in the (I 1 1) plane. 

concentration of antimony does not exceed 104 S2 cm, which is less than in PDG, especially 
when the current direction coincides with the deformation axis (samples denoted by 11). 

Besides, the anisotropy of hopping conduction, as shown in [13], should not exceed the 
anisotropy of the wavefunction proper, which in Ge is around 4-5, again a contradiction 
with the experimentally observed anisotropy of the conductivity (more than 102-ld, as seen 
in figure 7). Thus, we have to conclude that plastic deformation causes an increase in p3. i.e. 
the number of impurities taking part in hopping conduction is reduced, the reduction being 
different in different directions. We believe this to be caused by 'attraction' of impurities 
by dislocations in the deformation process. It might, of course, be supposed that the spatial 
distribution of impurities does not change but, instead, a fraction of impurities. found in the 
proximity of dislocations, microcracks and other defects as a result of plastic deformation, 
have their energy levels considerably altered (for example, pushed up into the conduction 
band) so that localization of electrons by these impurities is no longer possible. The net 
result would have been a reduction in the number of impurities taking part in the hopping 
conduction. This, however, would have reduced the free-electron concentration at high 
temperatures (300 K), when the electrons are released t3om impurities into the conduction 
band The experimental picture is different; ag. in a sample with D = 5% an increase in p3 
corresponded to an electron concentration n lower by a factor of 1.8, whereas the measured 
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concentration was essentially unchanged. 
It has to be assumed that attraction of impurities by dislocations is consistent with this 

experimental observation, because the hopping conduction is govemed by regions where 
the impurity is rarified. Note that, if the dislocations were to form a continuous network 
throughout the sample, from one contact to another, then the rcduction of the hopping 
conductivity would not have been observed because of conduction via regions around 
dislhcations rich in impurities. We conclude, therefore, that what is termed here low- 
temperature conduction via dislocations in lightly doped (intrinsic) plastically deformed 
germanium occurs by carrier jumps between dislocations and not as their movement along 
the dislocation core. Formation around dislocations of an 'atmosphere' of impurities is 
a known phenomenon [lo]. The dislocation density at which rarification of impurities 
takes place is estimated at 10~-10~~ corresponding to an average distance lo between 
dislocations of lo cm. Impurity atoms (in our case Sb) accumulate at dislocations 
during high-temperature plastic deformation if 1, > lo. where 1, = (Dt)'/2 is the diffusion 
length, D the diffusion coefficient and t the process duration. 

The difFusion coefficient of Sb at T = 800°C equals D = 2.0 x lo-" m2 s-' 1141, 
so the diffusion length during plastic deformation is 1, c cm, i.e. indeed, 10 =- IO.  In 
investigations of low-temperature conductivity in pDG the anisotropy of hopping conduction 
via dislocations was observed It is seen from figure 7 that the HC via impurities in samples 
with D = 15 and 23% also has a two-dimensional character. Takiig into account that 
geometry and conditions during plastic deformation of doped germanium were identical, 
this fact may be considered as one more piece of evidence that impurities are attracted by 
dislocations. The temperature dependence of the conductivity in the most strongly deformed 
specimen with D = 43%, which has been converted to p-type, is close to that for intrinsic 
germanium, this being m e  for both crystallographic directions in question. It may thus be 
concluded that in this material charge transport takes place via dislocations, the presence of 
the impurity 'atmospheres' around dislocations not af€ecting the conductivity in a significant 
way 1151. 

3.2. Version (ii) 
Figure 8 shows the p ( T )  dependence for plastically deformed n-Ge doped with antimony to 
such a level that the conductivities in the starting and reference specimens were of metallic 
type (temperature independent) but not too far from the point where the m occurs. In our 
samples N was 4.9 x 10'' Particular features of the MIT in lightly and mediumdoped 
germanium with high degree of structural disorder will be discussed below. Here it is to be 
noted only that in heavily doped material plastic deformation lowers the impurity conduction, 
makes it anisotropic and temperaturedependent, while causing but insignificant changes in 
the freecarrier concentration at T = 300 K (table I). So, in this case the experimental data 
1161 also give evidence of the impurities being rarified in the bulk semiconductor. To test the 
hypothesis that the mobility of Sb atoms during high-temperature plastic deformation affects 
the low-temperature conductivity of PEG, experiments were conducted on p-type germanium 
containing relatively low-mobility Ga atoms (coefficient of diffusion D = cm2 s-' 
at T = 800°C 1141). The gallium content, NO. = 8 x loi5 cme3, was chosen such that 
the low-temperature conduction occurred via impurities. Figure 9 gives the tempera- 
variation of the conductivity in a reference sample and in samples deformed by 33%. It is 
seen that, as a result of plastic deformation, the conductivity at liquid-nitrogen temperatures, 
which is dominated by scattering of the free holes in the valence band became lower and 
anisotropic. This can be explained as due to a mechanism of anisotropic &er scattering 
by dislocations in the region of band conduction, the anisotropy arising from different 
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concentrations of scatterers along the [l 1 11 axis and in the (1 1 1) plane. On the other 
hand, at liquid-helium temperatures, where conduction is due to hopping of holes localized 
at acceptor impurities and depends exponentially on the overlap factor Rla, no appreciable 
changes in the magnitude of conductivity or the value of the pre-exponential factor p3 are 
observed This indicates the absence of changes of the mean distance between acceptor 
impurity atoms R and the Bohr radius in germanium having a high density of dislocations. 

Table 1. 

D (%) o 1s 25 28 

N x IO-" (cm-)) af 7 = 300 K 4.9 4.0 3.5 3.2 

He 
I ,  

0 

200 400 600 1000 /T .  U' 

Figure 8. Temperature dependem of lk resistivity for n& with an imtial impurity 
eoncentration N(Sb) = 4.9 x IOg1 m-). Figures by ule c w e s  give deformation vallles: primed 
figures date  to parallel (jll [I I I]) and unprimed to perpendicular 0' I11 111) cmiliguations. 
respectively: the current flow is in the (1 1 1) plane. 

The observation that impurity HP is unaffected by a potential due to the dislocations 
introduced by plastic deformation in p-Ge makes one wonder whether thii would be so 
in any situation, including the case of a large concentration of defects at the boundary 
between mosaic blocks (for relatively large intergrowth angles), or whether the reason 
is the relatively low density of defects at the grain boundaries in a textured polycrystal 
with blocks only slightly disoriented such as in PEG (PDG sbuctw will be considered 
below). An experimental test of the above considerations was carried out on polycrystalline 
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germanium in which mosaic blocks turned round up to 360". To avoid precipitation of the 
impurity at the grain boundaries observed for doping in the melt, the shallow impurity was 
introduced with the use of transmutations occurring in nuclear reactions of 70Ge, ''Ge and 
"Ge with slow neutrons under irradiation in a uranium-graphite power reactor RBMK- 
IO00 [17,18]. Two groups of samples of polycrystalline float-zonepurified germanium 
with impurity concentration c IOl3  were irradiated in integrated fluxes 0 FT 4 x IOl7 
and 2.5 x IO'? neutrons cm-2 (irradiation times 50 and 30 min, respectively). Following 
deactivation of the surface and after a time sufficient for the radiation from the bulk to drop 
to an admissible level, complete annealing of the radiation defects was performed at 450°C 
(24 h). Figure IO shows p ( T )  curves for two neutrondoped samples and, for comparison, 
curves for two monocrystalline neumndoped samples taken from [7]. It is seen from 
the figure that for the two values of the doping impurity concentration the magnitude and 
behaviour of the electrical conductivity in monocrystalline and polycrystalline germanium 
at high temperatures (region of El conduction) coincide, whereas values of the low- 
temperature conductivity in the impurity band for the two materials differ, the activation 
energy in the polycrystalline germanium being noticeably less for both concentrations of 
the doping impurity. At the same time, the neutrondoped polycrystalline material, though 
possessing highly uniform impurity distribution, exhibits considerable anisotropy of the 
hopping conductivity for two arbiharily chosen directions perpendicular to each other. 
Because in undoped polycrystalline germanium the low-temperature conductivity along grain 
boundaries is practically zero (figure 10(a), curve l'), these experimental data indicate that 
extended acceptor centres forming at the grain boundaries and containing a high density of 
defects enhance jumps of the carriers in the impurity band due to shallow acceptors and 
significantly reduce the activation energy for Hp. 

4. Metal-insulatnr transition in Lightly doped plastically deformed germanium 

As can be seen in figure 4, the temperature dependences of conductivity in PDO with 
D 30% and D c 30% differ in principle: in the former it is a power-law dependence 
unusual for semiconductors, while in the latter it is the usual exponential dependence with 
varying activation energy. A question arises of whether or not the power-law curve might 
in fact be an extension of the 'smooth' exponential, difficult to recognize because of the 
narrowness of the temperature range investigated. It is lorown that in doped semiconductors 
the metal-insulator transition takes place as the impurity concentration is increased, the 
conductivity on the metallic side being practically temperature independent and, on the 
insulator side, exponential up to the transition. In the ultra-low-temperature range the 
activation energy of conductivity is not a constant but decreases with temperature, in accord 
with the Mott mechanism of conduction with variable hopping length [19]. 

Nonetheless, the activation energy decreases more slowly than the energy equivalent 
of temperature, so that the exponential character of conduction persists down to 0.05 K 
[ZO] and is distinctly seen in log plots of p ( T ) ,  the curves having a typical 'concave' 
form. Figure 11 shows p ( T )  curves at ultra-low temperatures [21] for (intrinsic) PDG with 
D = 30 and 43% (curves 1 and 2). n-Ge doped with Sb to 2.5 x 10l6 and having 
D = 43% (curve 3). as well as the curves (a, b, c) for neutron-doped germanium [20]. 
The measurements were performed in a 3H+4He dilution cryostat. It is seen that down 
to 0.03404 K the transition to activated conduction does not occur, i.e. the region of 
power-law temperature dependence of the conductivity extends from 30 to 0.03 K. To this 
it should be added that the temperature dependence of the carrier concentration (Hall effect) 
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Pleun 9. Temperature dependences of the resistivivity 
for the Starting sample of p G e  with an initial gallium 
mnoeahafion of 8 x IOt5 and for WO samples 
defonned by 33%. with j in the (1 I 1 )  plane (33d  or 
along the [I 111  axis (3311). 

Figure 10. Temperatun dependences of the resistivity: 
(a) 1‘. starting gemwium sample wiih NA - ND < 
IO” cm-? 1,2. neutmn-doped polycrysaalline gama- 
nium with N = 4 2 x  loLs and 7 . 4 ~  cm-’. resspec- 
tively: 3, 4, samples of nwmndopd single-crysral 
gemwium VI with NA - ND = 3.6 x lo” cm-) and 
7.2 x 10l5 an-’, respectively; (b) p ( T )  for a am- 
ple of nwmn-doped polyaystllline germanium with 
NA - ND = 1.4% an-’. for WO arbilnuily chosen 
mumally perpendicular directions (A, B). 

for lightly doped germanium with D = 43% in the range 4.2-1.7 K is quite weak (figure 12). 
which is possibly evidence not of the change in carrier concentration in the dislocation band 
(in this case the concentration dependence would have been exponential in character) but 
of the mobility variation with temperature. In the range of dislocation band conduction 
(for intrinsic Ge with D 3046 [5,21]) the following has been observed: a transition 
to conduction that is not activation type, the Hall effect is measurable, the temperature 
dependence of the Hall constant being non-exponential and the conductivity exhibiting no 
dependence on frequency. 

This leads to the conclusion that the low-temperature conduction is due to delocalized 
carriers in the dislocation band and is metallic in character. All these phenomena are 
typical also for conduction via impurities on the metallic side of the transition. Apart f” 
strong anisotropy of the conductivity, arising from the distribution of dislocations p u l i a r  
to crystals with the diamond sbucturc, the difference consists in that the impurity band 
conduction on the metallic side is essentially temperature independent, whereas in the case 
of conduction in the dislocation band the temperature dependence obeys the power law. It 
should be remarked though that a power-law temperature dependence of the conductivity as 
well as a temperature-independent Hall constant were observed [22] in n G e  on the metallic 
side of the MIT produced by uniaxial elastic strain. This indicates that the power-law 
temperature dependence of conductivity is limited to a narrow concentration range near the 
MIT in impuritydoped germanium and can exist in a much wider range in dislocation-doped 
germanium. The observation that x in u(T) - T X  decreased with increasing D suggested 
that the conductivity might ultimately become temperature independent, which has been 
confirmed in [23,24]. It may thus be stated that near the MIT the temperature dependence 
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F@re 12. Tempenhue dependence of 
UteHallcnnstant RH lorasampleoflow- 
doped germmiom (N  = 3 x 10" cm-')). 
deformation value D = 43%. H = 

HB 1 T, Kt 

r 
of the conductivity has power-law but not exponential character. 

5. Metal-insulator transition in dmrdered heavily doped germanium 

Much interest is caused by the situation when structural disorder has been created in single- 
crystal n-Ge doped previously in such a manner that it is found just on the metallic side 
of the hm 121. In this case introduction of acceptor centres in sufficient quantities should 
result in activated conduction in the temperature range 300-30 K, then followed by an 
exponential or power-law conduction, depending on the relative amounts of impurities and 
disIocations. Indeed, as Seen from figure 13, cessation of metallic conduction and transition 
to semiconductor conduction occurs in n-Ge with N(Sb) = 2 x IO1' cm-3 under plastic 
deformation or in n-Ge with N = 7 x 10" cm-) as a res& of irradiation with 1 Gev protons 
(integrated flux 0 zz 2 x IOi7  an-*). In samples deformed by 13 and 25%. variable- 
range hopping or Mott-type conduction is observed, described by the formula u(T) - 
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e~p[-(T,'/T)'/~l, Ti being a constant, whereas in the n-Ge sample deformed by 46%. 
power-law conduction is observed. All the samples after plastic deformation or irradiation 
with protons remained n-type. Though retaining n-type conductivity, the conductivity in 
germanium deformed by 46% shows a power-law dependence on temperature, u(T) - T X ,  
where x < 1.0. 

I 
60 I20 180 240 300 SBO 420 480 

io' / r. c' 

(a1 (b) 

Figure 13. (a) Temperatule dependence of the resistivity in n-Oe (N = 2x 10" m-') subjected 
to compressive plastic deformations: DI, deformation-free germanium: M, 13% deformation: 
D3. 25% deformation; M, 46% deformation (see table 2). (b) fivolutia of Ik resistivity of 
n G e  (N = 7 x 10'' cm+) inadiated with lo9 eV protons aRer isochronous anneal: Po. bzfore 
inadiation: PI, immediately a f t e ~  P3, Tw = Z00'C: P4. T,, = 250'C: P8. Tu = 450% 
PIO. T,. = 600T. 

Table 2. 

Elemon 
Sample Deformation cnncenwrion at 
No Tam (OC) (5) 293 K (1017 m - 3 )  ~ ( T Y  

Plastically Dl 13 I .8 - e~p[ - (Td /T)~ .~ l  
deformed D3 25 1.7 - exp[-(T{/ 7)0.25] 

D4 46 1 A wT'a 

InadLVed PI Before 0.45 -exp[-(7;/ T)o,yl 
with 109 e v  annealing 
pmmns F2 150 0.96 -e~p[-(T;/T)~.'l 

F3 2 w  0.86 - exp[-(T;/ T)O.'] 
P4 250 4.8 ,TO.ZO 
P5 300 5.3 -TO.lO 
p7 400 
P8 450 
F9 500 
PI0 600 

Thus, after the cessation of impurity metallic conduction at relatively low deformations, 
when they play exclusively the role of compensating centres, the transition to the classic Mott 
conduction via impurities takes place. Then, when higher deformations cause formation 
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of an efficient conduction band, the two conduction channels coexist, viz. the remaining 
uncompensated donor impurities and dislocations. Their relative importance determines the 
type of temperature dependence of conductivity: at high deformations dislocation conduction 
becomes larger than impurity conduction and shunts the latter. Therefore, although upon 
deformation germanium remains n-type, the conductivity at T < 30 K shows a power-law 
variation with temperature down to ultra-low temperamres. Thus, under plastic deformation 
the MIT takes place in the system of impurities, and with increasing deformation degree 
(disorder) there again occurs a transition, thii time from impurity (semiconductor) to 
dislocation (metallic) conduction. In the proton-irradiated heavily doped n-Ge far from 
the MIT. Moa conduction is observed. In the course. of isochronous annealing of defects 
(t- = 1 h) the conductivity increases (figure 13(b). table 2); near the MIT the conductivity 
temperature dependence turns power law with subsequent return to metallic behaviour after 
complete annealing of radiation defects 12.51. 

6. 
produced by irradiation with high-energy neutrons and protons 

Irradiation of germanium with fast reactor neutrons results in the introduction into the 
forbidden gap of shallow acceptor levels E, + 0.016 eV [26]. their depth decreasing 
with increasing concentration of centres (in analogy with centres due to impurities). By 
increasing the concentration of these centres, the low-temperature conductivity can be 
gradually increased to become metallic. Because this shallow centre is not an impurity 
but a structural defect, by appropriate themal treament a smooth reverse transition from 
metallic to insulating can be effected in the same sample. The interaction cross section of 
high-energy neutrons with germanium being small, of the order of a few millibams, the 
uniformity of the distribution of the E, + 0.016 eV cenm formed happens to be. higher 
than the impurity distribution in doped semiconductors, exceeding even the possibilities 
of available metrological methods. So, in conbast to impurity-doped semiconductors, on 
which the MIT can be studied only using a set of several samples with different impurity 
concentrations near the transition and poor uniformity, germanium with structural defects 
intrcduced by i d i a t i o n  with high fluxes of high-energy nucleons allows study of the MIT 
in the same sample. The n-Ge samples (N(Sb) = 3 x IO” cm-’) are placed in cadmium 
containers having 0.5 mm thick walls and are irradiated in the active zone of a VVRM 
water-water research reactor with an integrated flux of l@ eV neutrons (from to 
3 x lOI9 neutrons an-’) and of lo9 eV protons (2 x IOl7 protons an-‘). 

Figure 14 gives the dependence of the hole concentration in germanium at 293 K 
(curve a) on the integrated flux (IF) of fast neutrons. W~th increasing IF value the hole 
concentration nearly reaches saturation (a Hall factor of unity is assumed). The low- 
temperature conductivity in the same samples (curve b) shows a maximum. In figure 15(u) 
are seen typical temperature dependences of the conductivity and, derived from these using 
a Coulomb gap model [U], the variation of the Coulomb gap with parameter KU, K being 
the dielectric constant and a the Bohr radius. Figure 15(b) shows the measured temperature 
variation of the hole concentration; the parameters of the low-temperature conductivity 
and the hole concentrations derived are given in table 3 together with isochronous anneal 
temperatures and integrated fluxes. The experimental data obtained show that for relatively 
low IF of I@ eV neutrons, when the total volume of a crystal occupied by disordered regions 
(DRs) is small, the probability of energy release in this volume on repeated interactions with 
fast neutrons would also be small. Therefore. the concentration of shallow acceptor c e n m  

Electrical conductivity near the m of lightly doped disordered germanium 
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introduced rises practically linearly in this range of F values. For large fluxes of fast 
neutmns the concentration of holes due to radiation defects saturates, and with further 
increase of IF the low-temperature conductivity decreases somewhat. The maximum in the 
low-temperature conductivity corresponds to a situation when DRS occupy a considerable 
part of the crystal volume and the energy production there by fast neutrons causes some 
ordering of atoms or recrystallization of DRs. So, at a certain IF magnitude an equilibrium 
is reached between the processes of defect formation and recrystallization, whereupon 
the defect concentration is stabilized, corresponding to the maximum low-temperature 
conductivity. It should be noted that the Bohr radius of a hole localized on a shallow 
acceptor cenbe produced by fast neutmns equals a = 40 A [26]. In accordance with the 
Moa criterion. applicable to a wide range of materials, n;”u = 0.25 [28]. This corresponds 
to a critical concentration for the MIT of n, = 2 4  x 10” Meanwhile, as seen from 
experimental data in figure 15, significant weakening of the temperature dependence of the 
conductivity and the transition to metallic conductivity take place at an unexpectedly high 
hole concentration value of 1.3 x lo’* ~ m - ~ ,  suggesting clustering of radiation defects at 
high concentrations. It is an increase of the distance between the acceptor centres brought 
about by a spatial correlation of the radiation defects that causes an effective increase of 
the critical concentration for the MIT. 

e, cm“ 10“ 10” 

Figure 14. Hole concentration (curve a) and low-temperature elecuical conductivity (curve b) of 
lightly doped germanium as a function of the Ruence of reactor neut” of energy E = IO‘ eV. 

In germanium irradiated with high-energy neutrons and protons, the temperature 
dependence of the conductivity at low temperatures near the MIT on the insulator side follows 
the relationship p(T)  = poexp[(To f T)”’] (figure 15). According to the assumption of the 
existence of a Coulomb gap in the density of states at the Fermi level [271, TO = Be2 f kKa. 
The Coulomb gap is calculated using the expression A = O . ~ ~ ( T O T * ) ’ ~ ,  where T’ is 
the maximum temperature at which deviation from the TI/’ law starts. In the insert in 
figure 15(u) is given the dependence of the Coulomb gap A on the parameter K a  derived 
from data on the temperature variation of the conductivity measured on samples irradiated 
with different Auences and annealed at various temperatures (see table 3). with increasing 
parameter KU the Coulomb gap is seen to shrink. Near the MIT the conductivity due 
to radiation defects, as with dislocations, shows a power-law variation with temperature, 
o ( T )  - T X ,  where x is less than unity and falls as the MIT is approached. That is, the 
power-law behaviour of the conductivity would be observed in a semiconductor irrespective 
of the nature of localization centres, their charge state and dimensions. 
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F- 15. Temperahue dependem of (0) elechical conductivity ofgermanium inadiated wilh 
reacfor neukuns (samples 2,3,5, I I ,  17) and wilh IO5 eV reactor pmfons (sample 1') and fhe 
calculated Coulomb gap A versus parameter YO for samples I ,  2 3, 5, 11, 12: and (b) hole 
cnncentdiom for germanium samples 3.16.19.22. Sample characreristics given in able 3. 

7. Magnetoresistance of plastically deformed germanium 

For structurally disordered semiconductors whose low-temperature conductivity is govemed 
by dislocations. the problem of electrical conduction in a magnetic field has not 
been investigated. It is obvious that in this material, compared with impuritydoped 
semiconductors, additional complications arise related to the spatial extension of the defect 
centre, lack of information on the effect of its charge state on &er transport, the exact 
form of the carrier wavefunctions and so on. At the same time research on low-temperature 
magnetoresistivity (MR) in PDG is of considerable importance because of the possibility to 
control the strength of carrier localization on dislocations or impurities (in the presence of 
dislocations) by controlling disorder, thus making feasible an experimental examination of 
the role of the localized magnetic moment in the low-temperature MR. 

7.1. Lightly doped PDG 

From the dependences of the transverse (H I j )  and longitudinal ( H i l i )  M R  given in 
figure 16, it is seen that on lowering the temperature the maximum in M R  increases in 
magnitude and shifts to weaker fields. Figure 17 shows the longitudinal and transverse 
MR of lightly doped PDG with D = 43% at 4.2 and 25 K and the transverse MR for P m  
with D = 30% at 4.2 K. The transverse and longitudinal M R  in all samples behaves in a 
similar manner and has essentially the same value. W~th increasing deformation MR changes 
differently in different samples: in PDG with D = 20% a negative MR is observed for small 
H, followed by the usual quadratic positive MR [ U ]  in the mnge H 50 kOe; while for 
PDG with D = 30 and 43% an anomalous positive M R  is observed that is nearly linear 
starting from low values of the magnetic field. From the experimental data obtained, it 
follows that M R  in PDG as a function of magnetic field strength and temperature behaves 
in the same manner as in impurity-doped semiconductor materials. It is natural to suppose 
that the underlying physical mechanisms in both cases are identical, 
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Figure 16. (a)  TFansverse (j I H )  (I) and longitudinal (jllH) (2) mgnetonshtance of lighdy 
doped PDO at deformation D = 20% and T = 4.2 K. ( b )  TransveM mgneloresismce of lighdy 
doped m at deformation D = 236, T = 4.2 and 2.5 K. 

If it is postulated that the major cause of the negative MR in p ~ j  is the weakening by 
the magnetic field of carrier scatrering on localized magnetic moments, then the MR for 
all crystallographic directions should be negative. On the other hand, because in lightly 
doped PDG dislocations are arranged in layers oriented predominantly in the (1 1 1) planes, a 
situation can arise where in the [ I  1 I ]  direction the conductivity dependence on temperature 
will be exponential as in a semiconductor and in the (1 1 1) plane it will be power law 
or metallic, thus affording the possibility of studying the role of different factors in the 
Occurrence of the negative m. Experimental data pertaining to such a situation are seen 
in figure 18, where for a sample of PDG with D = 43% we show the magnetic field 
dependences at 4.2 K of the longitudinal MR measured with the probing cumnt flowing 
along the [I I I] axis and the transverse MR for the probing current in the (1 11) plane: 
for H I j the magnetoresistance in low fields has a positive sign, whereas for the current 
direction along the [ I  1 I]  axis ( H I l j )  negative MR is observed. 

Figure 17. Magnetoresistance of lightly doped PDG: 1,  
1'. ITmv- magneouesistance at T = 4.2 and 2.5 K, 
and 2, 2'. longitudinal magnetoresistance at T = 4.2 
and 2 5  K. respectively, at D = 43%. 3. transverse 
magnetoresismce at T = 4.2 K. at D = 30%. 

Flgure 18. Magnetoresistance Of PDO for D = 43% 
and T = 4.2 K in different aystallographic dmtions. 
Schematia of the experiment are given in lhe insen 

In effect, both positive and negative MR have been found to occur in the same sample in 
different crystallographic directions! If the inhibition of carrier scattering by a magnetic field 
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were. the main cause of the negative MR, then it would have been observed in the (1 1 I )  
plane as well, since in this plane the electrical conductivity has metallic character, with 
carriers free to move, so no reasons exist to suppose the absence of scattering by localized 
magnetic moments. A conclusion to be drawn from this experiment is that the carrier 
transport mechanism is responsible for the negative M R  observed, not carrier scattering 
by localized magnetic mommts. This conclusion is supported by the observation that the 
negative M R  invariably appears in PDG when the hopping (exponential) conduction proceeds 
via dislocations (whereas for the power-law temperature. dependence of conductivity on the 
metallic side of the MIT the anomalous positive M R  is Observed). 

7.2. Doped disordered germanium 
In figures 19-21 are given the magnetic field dependences of the transverse MR for 
germanium with different deformations and initial impurity concentrations (Sb and Ga), 
measured with the current flowing in the (1 1 1) plane. In n-Ge with impurity concentration 
N = 2.5 x 10l6 ~ m - ~  the MR varies in the usual way for semiconductors with 'E3 
conduction': in low fields with increasing deformation the MR turns negative and with 
further increase in deformation (upon transition to conduction via dislocations) becomes 
sublinear, as in intrinsic Ge with D = 43%. For n-Ge with N = 4.9 x IOt7  (figure 20) 
the negative MR is observed in low fields, as in the nondeformed starting samples, but of 
smaller magnitude. In high fields the M R  tums positive and quadratic in field strength. In 
p G e  with N = 8 x m-3 (figure 21) deformation causes negative MR in low magnetic 
fields and with increasing field the M R  again tums positive and quadratic in field strength. 
Though the conductivity of p-Ge at liquid-helium temperatures remains unchanged up to 
33% deformation, as seen in figure 9, in low fields the negative M R  can be induced by 
introducing large amounts of dislocations. 
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Figure 19. k s v e r s e  magnetoresistance of m 
with initial impurity cancenuaIion N = 3 x 
10'' mi3 at 7 = 4.2 K. Figures by the curves 
give plastic deformation values fJ I [ 1 1 1 I). 

Figure 20. Transverse magnetoresistance of m with initial 
impurity cancenkation N = 4.9 x 10" an-' a~ T = 4.2 K. 
FiguRs by the c u m  give plastic deformation values for 
j I [I i 11 and primed figures for i l l  [I 1 11. Curve 0 is the 
starting sample subjected lo a standard thermal merit 
but not plastically deformed. 
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7.3. On dislocation conduction in silicon 

The experimental data obtained show that at low temperatures transport phenomena in 
germanium with structural disorder produced by extended defects exhibit a number of 
features. Are these features an exclusive property of germanium or have they a more 
general character? In particular, is it possible that conductivity via dislocations (or in the 
defect band) exists in other materials, cg. silicon, which has a similar structure? For 
example, dislocations are known to affect considerably galvanomagnetic phenomena in 
plastically deformed Si [29]. In a conductivity study [30] of plastically deformed silicon 
(PDS) with initial impurity (phosphorus) concentration N = 5 x 10l6 ~ m - ~ ,  anomalies in the 
Hp were observed at liquid-helium temperatures for deformations D < 6% caused, allegedly, 
by formation of an additional conduction channel via dislocations. In view of the small 
magnitude of the observed anomalies, this suggestion is questionable, leaving the possibility 
of other factors, e.g. thermal treatment or electrical fields due to dislocations, being involved. 
To throw more light on this problem, at least conceming the two semiconductors with the 
diamond structure, germanium and silicon, experiments were undertaken, which we describe 
below. 

As a starting material n-Si with a phosphom concentration N = 5 x IOt3 c W 3  was 
chosen, which at T = 4.2 K is an insulator with conductivity, if any, governed by the 
dislocations intmduced Wafers of n-Si having a thickness of 3 mm were subjected to 
compressive strain along the [I 1 11 axis in air at 1ooO"C using a W-Re punch, pducing 
deformations of up to 70%. and, after cooling at a rate slower than 10°C min-'. lapped 
(x 20pm off each face) and etched in a mixture of nitric and hydrofluoric acids. After 
this treatment all samples were found to be ptype. Ohmic contacts were prepared using 
a technique involving low-temperature solid-phase epitaxy of AI developed earlier [31] for 
high-resistivity psi ( p  x le S2 an) for use in nuclear detectors. Aluminium is deposited 
by evaporation in a vacuum of p c Torr onto an Si wafer heated to 450°C. and after 
cooling the wafer at a rate not exceeding 5 "c min-' its surface is electroplated with NI. 
The current-voltage characteristic of this contact at temperatures of 77 and 300 K can be 
seen in 1311. The silicon samples with D = 30 and 70% have room-temperature resistivities 
of 1.8 x 105 and 2.2 x Id S2 cm, respectively, and an exponential temperature dependence 
of the resistivity with an activation energy close to E,/2 or about 0.5 eV in both samples. 
Therefore, when even slightly cooled, PDS samples exhibit large resistivities and at T = 77 K 
become insulating with p > IO" S2 cm, because conduction due to dislocations is absent 
All the above comments refer also to Si irradiated with fast (E = 0.1 MeV) neutrons at 
integrated fluxes up to 10'' neutrons cm-'. Plastic deformation affects the properties of Ge 
and Si in essentially the same way as irradiation with highly energetic elementary particles. 
With increasing fluence of fast neutmns or protons. the Fermi level in Ge shifts towards the 
valence band and in Si it gets pinned at mid-gap. Seemingly, this behaviour corresponds to 
the crystal-defect system tending to a minimum in f'ree energy [32]. 

7.4. On the structure of plastically deformed germanium 

Characteristic features of dislocation conduction in PDO are very reminiscent of impurity 
conduction fatures: with increasing magnitude of plastic deformation D the ionization 
energy E of levels due to dislocations lowers, the low-temperature conductivity by hopping 
of carriers localized at dislocations rises exponentially (unless D does not exceed 30%), 
and the MIT observed. These analogies in electrical behaviour entitle one to speak of 
'dislocation doping' of singlecrystal germanium. A question arises, however, as to what 
degree the crystalline structure of germanium is affected by high densities of dislocations. 
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Neutron diffractometry studies of the crystal structure of germanium subjected to plastic 
deformation are carried out with a threecrystal spectrometer placed in the horizontal channel 
of a VVRM research reactor. The measuring technique has been described elsewhere 
141. Rocking curves shown in figure 22 are measured for 1 11  dection in specimens 
with different D values. It is seen that, with increasing D, the half-width of the roc!dng 
curves increases and the reflection coefficient of slow neutrons in the curve maximum 
drops. This behaviour is usual for ‘mosaic’ crystals when disorientation of the crystal 
blocks increases. At the same time, in PDG up to D = 23% the misorientation angle 
does not exceed 4%. The x-ray difiactogram for PDG with D = 0.8% obtained using the 
Berg-Barret technique [33] gives a picture of high dislocation density, small misorientation 
angles and considerable residual microstrain. Still, the corresponding x-ray diffractogram 
has the appearance typical of a single crystal, which is supported by neutmn diffraction 
data, whereas in the d i m o g r a m  for PDG with D = 23%. instead of point reflections, 
a smeared arc is observed typical for textured polycrystals. For FGG with D = 43% the 
diffractogram consists of concentric circles, as in polycrystals. So, the structure of PDO 
changes with increasing deformation from monocrystalline to mosaic followed by textured 
polycrystalline an4 ultimately, polycrystalline. 

8. LO 
Figure 21. Transverse magnetoresistance [I  I11 
I j I H at 4.2 K f o r m  with initial mMWWfion 
N = 8 x IO” Figures by (he curves give 
plastic deformation values. For sample D = 33%. 
curve 33(2) is the magnetoresistance at 7 = 3.4 K. 

8. On modelling of physical phenomena in amorphous Semiconductors 

Numerous processes in amorphous and vitreous semiconductors proceed in a peculiar 
manner, differing considerably from crystalline semiconductors [ 191. Some phenomena 
observed in amorphous semiconductors, in particular those related to the presence of a 
high density of localized states and irregular potential profile, can be modelled using 
analogies with heavily doped and compensated (HDC) single-crystal semiconductors [34]. 
A random distribution of charged impurities causes fluctuations of the potential seen by 
the charge carriers and leads to distortions of the boundaries of the energy bands. The 
distribution and extent of these fluctuations can be contmlled by changing concentrations 
and ratios of the main and compensating impurities. It is obvious also that not all the 
phenomena occurring in different types of amorphous semiconductor can be simulated 
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Figure 22. R&ng curyes for the (1 1 1) reflectia nie wavelength of neumns A = 1.52 A. 

with HDC semiconductors. Structural disordering is one example, because even heavily 
doped semiconductors remain perfectly monocrystalline. In this aspect crystals with a high 
density of extended defects offer additional possibilities for modelling of non-crystalline 
semiconductors. Indeed, on the one hand, dislocations introduce localized states within the 
band gap and, having been screened with a positive charge around them formed after the 
capture of electrons, as happens in Ge, give rise to chaotic potential relief analogous to 
that in HDc semiconductors. On the other hand, in diamond-like semiconductors (Ge. 
Si) atoms on edge dislocations located at the boundary of semiplanes have dangling 
bonds, seemingly the most common defect in noncrystalline semiconducton. Tkerefore, 
highly plastically deformed crystalline semiconductors, along with HE€ semiconductors, 
can be considered as a model of amorphous semiconductors. Their propetties can be 
controlled by varying deformation value, crystallographic direction in which it is applied 
and concentration of chemical impurities in the starting crystal. It should be taken into 
account, however, that, in contrast to chemical impurities, dislocations represent extended 
defects and are anisotropically distributed, which affects the transport phenomena in highly 
deformed crystals in a peculiar way. Consider some effects observed on passing c m n t  
through structurally disordered crystalline and amorphous semiconductors and compare 
the temperature dependences of resistivity for amorphous germanium (a-Ge) prepared by 
vacuum deposition (figure 23 [35]) with the curves for lightly and moderately doped P f f i  
(plotted on the same scale) in figures 4, 7 and 8, respectively. 

It can be seen that in PDG deformed to various degrees the same type of conductivity 
variation with temperature as in a-Ge can be observed: conductivity with a constant 
activation energy E, conductivity with variable activation energy and metallic conductivity. 
It is clear that by varying the conditions under which a G e  is produced (here, the substrate 
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temperature during deposition) or the degree of deformation of PDG, the number of dangling 
bonds, which determines the type of conductivity, can be controlled. Formation of a quasi- 
continuous spectrum of localized states in the band gap makes the activation energy of 
conductivity decrease continuously on lowering the temperature and, ultimately, Mott-type 
conductivity is obtained. Typically, current-voltage characteristics (CVCs) of amorphous 
semiconductors are superlinear and their non-linearity increases with decreasing tempera- 
in strong electric fields they become temperature independent [36]. Shown in figure 24 
are. cvcs for a-Ge [36] and lightly doped PDG samples with D = 20 and 30% at low 
temperatures. The above-mentioned features of cvcs in amorphous semiconductors are 
seen to be exhibited also by PDG, the important parameter being the number of dangling 
bonds (determined by preparation conditions of a-@ and deformation value). For various 
values of this parameter in lightly doped PDG the negative transverse MR can be observed 
in low magnetic fields. influenced weakly by the angle between current and field directions, 
a picture similar to what is observed in amorphous semiconductors a& and a-Si [37-391. 

Consider optical absorption in disordered pffi shown in figure 25 [a]. In both a-Ge 
and a-Si [19], with increasing D the fundamental absorption edge in PDG shifts to longer 
wavelengths and broadens, and a structureless band appears at c 0.25 eV, while absorption 
bands in the range 0.254.6 eV are absent The shift and broadening are caused by two 
factors: (i) electron transitions from the acceptor-type dislocation band to the conduction 
band: and (ii) interband absorption variation caused by disorder, i.e. by band p6sitions 
being affected by the chaotic potential due to dislocations, which has electrostatic and 
deformation components. A similar though much weaker shift of the absorption edge with 
increasing degree of compensation is found in HDC germanium. In this case the material 
remains structurally perfect, the chaotic potential being produced by electrical charges of 
randomly distributed donors and acceptors. This kind of potential distorts both conduction 
and valence bands in a similar way (‘in phase’); therefore the band-gap value stays the same 
evwwhert, while the long-wavelength shift is due to electron transitions with simultaneous 
tunnelling. The deformation component of the chaotic potential relief in PDG produces an 
‘out-of-phase’ distortion of the band edges, by causing density fluctuations or changing the 
work function on the micmrystalline faces 1411. Therefore, the band edge shift is not 
necessarily accompanied by tunnelling of carriers, which explains the large magnitude of 
the effect, of the same order as in amorphous Ge and Si. The data presented show that 
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Figure U. Current-voltage characteristics for (U)  lightly dDpd plastically deformed (20 and 
30%) germanium at liquid-helium t e m p r a m  and (b) a-Ge [36l. 

physical phenomena in a-Ge can indeed be modelled using both HDC semiconductors and 
PDG. In other amorphous semiconductors. for example a-Si, the situation is totally different. 
The dangling bonds appearing in a-Si produced using different techniques introduce a 
high density of localized states in the conduction band, while the electrical conductivity 
is essentially intrinsic and weakly varying, one exception being hydrogenated silicon Siw). 
where bonds are saturated with hydrogen. Therefore a S i  cannot be simulated with HDC 
semiconductors doped with shallow impurities. Plastically deformed Si (ms) can serve as 
a model for studying a-Si, because in PDS the number of dangling bonds is related to the 
degree of deformation in the same way as it is to the submate temperature during deposition 
of a-Si, and the electrical conductivity is unaffected by deformation. Above a certain value 
of the density of dangling bonds (deformation value) in a-Si and m, the Fermi level gets 
pinned in a position close to the mid-gap. The experimental data presented show that 
highly plastically deformed crystalline Ge and Si can be used for simulating some physical 
phenomena in amorphous semiconductors. 

9. Conclusions 

Investigations of low-temperature carrier transport in disordered germanium have revealed 
basic laws goveming the electrical conductivity in the defect band, formed due to the 
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Figure 25. @tical atsorption spectra of lightly doped germanium as a function of deformation 
vahe at (a)  300 and (b) 77 K I. initial: 1’. referenee sample after tkmal ” e n t :  2 D = 9% 
3, D =  12%; 4. D = 14% 5. D = z w b ;  6, D =30% 7, D =4C%. 

presence of large concentrations of extended defects of different nature, and allowed 
development of models of a number of phenomena occurring in amorphous semiconductors. 
Controlled disorder in crystalline germanium prcduced by dislocation doping affords an easy 
means of controlling the character of variation and the value of conductivity at low and 
ultra-low temperatures, so a new method of producing cryogenic thermomistors can be 
proposed for the temperature range in question 1421. Introduction of large quantities of 
extended defects for controlling the structure of crystalline germanium both during growth 
1431 and by producing plastic deformations allows one to obtain large mosaic crystalline 
monochromators of slow neutmns with high reflectivity in the peak of the rocking curve 
(up to 60%) and in different crystallographic orientations, (1 10). ( I  00). (1 1 1) 1441. 
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